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CHART CLIPS - TOOL BAGS - ACCESSORIES

 IFR CHART CLIP
Make IFR flying simpler by keeping vital in stru ment 
approach plates and charts in place. At tached to the yoke 
rather than in your lap or on the floor, this chart clip comes 
in various models designed to install easily on the yoke 
of your aircraft. Insures that your navigational charts stay 
in front of your eyes when you need them most. Handy 
for VFR charts as well. We’ll be happy to assist you in 
determining what model chart clip will best fit your aircraft. 

1.5” Post Standard Clamp ...........................P/N 8131
1.5” Post Wide Clamp .................................P/N 8487
2” Post Standard Clamp ..............................P/N 8690
2” Post Wide Clamp ....................................P/N 8822
3” Post Standard Clamp ..............................P/N 8674
3” Post Wide Clamp ....................................P/N 8915

MILITARY STYLE TOOL BAGS
These tool bags are made of heavy-duty military-
type tough 18oz./sq.yd. cotton duck with a water 
repellent mildew-resistant treatment. The mechanics 
Tool Bags have compartmentalized side pockets 

with flaps. Hardboard bottoms are completely sewn into each bag 
and are unexposed. All stitching is of heavy duty nylon thread and the 
handles are made from heavy military spec. webbing. All inside seams 
are bound to eliminate raveling of the fabric.Long-tab, self-locking slider. 
Color: O.D. Green. Available in 2 sizes:
O.D. Green  Small: 6” x 6” x 12” Bag ..........P/N 13-02500
O.D. Green. Large: 5” x 5” x 16” Bag..........P/N 13-02600

23 POCKET BIGMOUTH BAG
17 Multi-use pockets inside and 6 outside organize 
tools and accessories. Opens wide for easy access 
to bag’s contents. Padded reinforced web carrying 
handles. 12”L x 8 1/2”W x 8”H
 P/N 12-00329

12 POCKET TRAYTOTE BAG - This bag has 2 
pockets inside and 10 pockets outside with a 11”x 
6” multi-compartment tray which slides securely 
into bottom of bag. Opens wide for easy access to 
contents and has reinforced web carrying handles. 
12”L x 8”W x 12”H .... P/N 12-00163

14 POCKET TRAYTOTE BAG - This bag features 2 
pockets inside, 12 pockets outside, with a 13.5” x 6” 
multi-compartment plastic tray slides securely into 
bottom of bag. Opens wide for easy access.
16”L x 9”W x 12”H .......P/N 12-00164

NO CLUTTER CLIPS
No Clutter Clips • Holds checklists, approach plates, 
charts, etc. • Stick on most slick surfaces • UV Resistant
1 Small clip per package ......P/N 13-06636
2 Small clips per package ....P/N 13-06408
1 Large clip per package ......P/N 13-06409

APPROACH PLATE HOLDER
• 10 leaf • Flip-over (not accordion) • Size: 6”x 9” • Vinyl.
 P/N 13-02772

YOKE CLIPS
Clip this yoke on your aircraft so it does not interfere with 
movement of controls. Spring may be adjusted for smaller 
diameter shafts by pinching with pliers.
Large - Used on 1” tube  ......P/N 13-04392
Small - Used on 3/4” tube ....P/N 13-04393

CESSNA YOKE CLIP
Yoke Mount Combo Clip (Large).  Fits 1” - 1 1/2” Diameter 
Shaft .....................................P/N 13-02845

CESSNA COCKPIT ORGANIZER
The Cockpit Organizer slides easily between the 
seats and allows the pilot to easily put needed items 
within easy reach. Helps to make your cockpit safer, 
tidy, and adds instant storage.
Designed for the modern cockpit. Places to hold 
drinks, tablets, cables and more are designed with 

the pilot in mind. Designed by a Cessna pilot for Cessna pilots. Cessna 
Cessna 172 .................................................P/N 13-24045
Cessna 182 .................................................P/N 13-24043

RARE AVIATIONS BAGGAGE ORGANIZER 
The Baggage Organizer helps pilots keep the critical 
supplies neat and secure in the back of the aircraft. 
Supplies can be checked at a glance and everything 
has a storage place.
• Weight 10 lbs • Dimensions 32 × 10 × 6.5 in.
 P/N 13-24044

RARE AVIATION BAGGAGE ORGANIZER 35 
Note: Items shown in the product photos are not 
included.
Store all your emergency aircraft supplies, so they 
are secure, organized, and easily accessible.
With the Baggage Organizer, you’ll instantly find 

what you need — even in the dark. Since everything is stored in the 
same place, a glance will let you know you have the critical supplies you 
need before you depart.
The Baggage Organizer 35 is a perfect addition to any larger single-
engine, twin-engine, and corporate aircraft.
Specifications:
• 40” x 18” x 8” .............................................P/N 13-24555

RARE AVIATION
210 PRO COCKPIT ORGANIZER 

Keep your cockpit neat, tidy, and safe with the 
Cockpit Organizer. Place the organizer between the 
front seats to instantly create more space for storing 
important items. Finally, your critical items are within 
reach during your flight.
Designed by an experienced Cessna pilot. The 

Cockpit Organizers are cleverly designed storage consoles that slide 
between the front seats. All spaces were carefully considered including 
spaces for drinks, tablets, other modern electronics, cables, and more. 
Create instant storage and peace of mind.
Eligibility: • Cessna 210 • Cessna 182 .......P/N 13-24554

AIRCRAFT STORAGE TOTES 
The most beautiful and lightweight aircraft storage 
tote you could dream of - if you have a Cirrus, 
Bonanza, a twin, or even a jet, treat yourself to the 
the most light-weight collapsing aircraft storage 
containers on the market.
At only 30 ounces in weight, the Got Your Six Aircraft 

Storage Tote containers allow you to keep your aircraft neat and tidy 
while maintaining an amazingly elegant aesthetic inside your cockpit. 
Keep your clean and delicate items inside this beautifully stitched latching 
tote, with strong carrying handles on both sides. Keep one available for 
your luggage, clothing, or for passenger headset storage. Alternatively, 
store your spare oil or tools - no longer using that heavy, unsightly crate 
or cardboard box. Instead, neatly enclose your products in our collapsing 
Aircraft Storage Tote!
Supporting up to 30lbs of weight, our Aircraft Storage Containers bond 
at all corners using durable, reinforced super-lock velcro. The secure 
handles on both sides make for easy and safe loading of heavy or 
delicate items into your aircraft. Soft corners protect your cockpit interior 
and storage lockers from scuffing or marring.
Small (11.75” H x 12.75” D x 12.75” W) ......P/N 13-24528
Medium (11.75” H x 12.75” D x 16” W)........P/N 13-24529
Large (11.75” H x 12.75” D x 21” W) ...........P/N 13-24530

CESSNA 182 CENTER CONSOLE ORGANIZER 
This model fits all the “widebody” 182’s, 205, 206, and 
207. If you are ordering for a 205, 206, or 207 please 
confirm the dimension with your aircraft as some 
seats have different trim and seatbelts that could 
prohibit the use. These DO NOT fit a straight tail 182.
Fits Cessna Models:
• All the “widebody” 182’s, 205, 206, and 207
• Does not fit a straight tail 182.
• If you are ordering for a 205, 206, or 207 please 
confirm the dimension with your aircraft as some 
seats have different trim and seatbelts that could 
prohibit the use ............P/N 13-24598

CESSNA C210 CENTER 
CONSOLE ORGANIZER 

The 210/182RG model is designed for the body of 
the organizer to sit right behind the plastic trim of 
the emergency gear handle. The cup and pen holder 
section sits out over the gear handle. The cup and 

pen holder mounts to body of the organizer via a rail system which allows 
it to be easily removed and stowed to access the gear handle or for P210 
co-pilots enter/exit.
Fits Cessna Models: • Cessna 210/P210/182RG
 P/N 13-24599
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